Historic Canadian Hydrofoils Today
[11 Sep 01] When I was in Canada in 1996 I had a telephone conversation with Thomas G. Lynch
(author of The Flying 400 - Canada's Hydrofoil Project) through the publishers of the book, Nimbus
Publishing Limited. Apart from the Bell/Baldwin HD-4 Hydrodrome replica and the BRAS d'OR
museum display, the BADDECK (R-103) and MASSAWIPPI (R-100) are apparently still also preserved
in Canada. I will now quote from the 1983 book by Mr. Lynch and then annotate with information from
my phone conversation with him on 19 June 1996 while in Halifax:
• R-100 MASSAWIPPI: From the 1983 book: "MASSAWIPPI was retired in 1959 and laid about
in storage until she was presented to the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic, Halifax, N.S. in
October 1966. Since that date, she has languished in storage in a shed in Mt. Uniacke, N.S.,
where it is alleged she is too large to display within the new museum building. Damage was
reported to her upper deck from dry rot in 1982. Efforts are being made to either have her
displayed or transferred to the Bell Museum in Baddeck, Cape Breton, but with little success to
date." From the June 1996 phone discussion: Condition of the craft has been stabilised
following the wood rot. (Note: I tried to locate this craft in 1996 but without success. I didn't
find the right person to ask at the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic so can't be sure of its status
or current location).
• Saunders-Roe Ltd R-103 BADDECK (originally named BRAS d'OR but renamed BADDECK in
1962): From the 1983 book: "BADDECK; R-103 was retired in 1970 and has spent the
intervening years sitting in her cradle near the Fleet Diving Unit, Atlantic, on CFB Shearwater
waterfront. Her fate remains uncertain, but efforts are currently underway to have her turned
over to the Bell Museum as a natural descendant of the Bell-Baldwin genius of so long ago.
However if efforts are not pressed, she might see scrapping yet." From the June 1996 phone
discussion: Preserved in the Museum of Science, understood to be in Ottawa. The craft is
apparently intact and well maintained, to the point of turning over the gas turbines.
Note that the book includes arrangement drawings of the R-103 and of R-100. -- Grimm, Martin
(seaflite@alphalink.com.au)
Responses...
[11 Sep 01] Further historical description and photographs of the Bell/Baldwin
Hydrodromes HD-1 through HD-4 can be found in the book Bell and Baldwin: Their
Development of Aerodromes and Hydrodromes at Baddeck, Mova Scotia, by J. H. Parkin,
University of Toronto Press 1964. This book also describes the continuation of the HD
series, starting with HD-7 by "Casey" Baldwin after Bell's death and after Casey's failure
to interest the Navy in towed hydrofoil targets. According to the book, several hypothetical
designs were developed over the years, HD-7 through HD- 20, but only HD-12, a 30-foot
runabout, and HD-13, an outboard motor hydrofoil boat, were actually built, both in 1928.
-- Barney C. Black (Please reply via the BBS)
[4 Jun 03] The Nova Scotia Museum used to store the R100 (Massawippi) hydrofoil in a
shed at a Provincial Historic site called Uniack House. This is quite close to Halifax. This
is memory more than fact. I will try to verify this year. I will over the next year or so be
scanning some images I have inherited from Casey. I would be more than happy to share
them to this site if anyone is interested. -- Sean Baldwin, MCM2001, Inc.
(sbaldwin@mcm2001.ca)

